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SECTION IV - TECHNICAL BID FORM 

TECHNICAL REQUIREMENTS 

Bidders are requested to demonstrate compliance with the following requirements, and also add any further information in 
support of their Bid. Please refer to the relevant section of the Terms of Reference for further explanation of the requirements. 
Bidders should avoid simply writing “comply” without providing further information or evidence to support their statement.  

No. Minimum project requirements Yes No 
Compliance remarks 

1. 

Is your company able to offer, install, 
configure, test and maintain the system 
according to the requirements outlined in 
the Terms of Reference? 

□ □ 

 

3. 
Is your company able to conduct German 
project coordination work? 

□ □ 
 

4. 
Is your company able to provide full sets of 
documentation (manuals, packing list, etc.) 
in English language? 

□ □ 
 

5. 

Is your company represented in 
Vienna/surrounding, Austria? 
Please provide contact details of your 
representative. 

□ □ 

 

6. 
Has your company a minimum of 3 years’ 
experience in providing video solutions? 

□ □ 
 

7. 
Please provide us with at least three 
references and their contact details. 

□ □ 
 

9. 
Can you guarantee on-site technical 
assistance/response within 2NBD?    

□ □ 
 

 
 

No. 
Minimum technical requirements 

(or equivalent) 
Yes No 

Compliance remarks  
- Detailed manufacturer datasheets MUST be 

attached to the technical Bid Form.  

 
- In case of any deviation from the given products 

needs written detailed assurance that the 
products offered are of same or better quality and 
how they differ. This needs to be documented in 
detail in the offer since the manufacturer 
datasheets would not be sufficient.  

 
- OSCE requires a detailed table breakdown of 

technical details to allow easy identification if the 
alternative/equivalent products are suitable. If for 
instance a screen is 135cm instead of 128cm width 
the delta table needs to state 7cm wider to allow 
assessment if the screen can be fit.  

1. 

Wall based 75" screens and mounts 
Samsung ED75E (400nit) 
+ SMS WH 3D ALU Black 
24/7 commercial use (optional item) 

□ □ 

 

2. 
Floor based 55" screens and mounts 
Samsung DC55E (450nit) 
+ SMS FMST 800 Alu/Silver 

□ □ 
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+ SMS Cableroll 
24/7 commercial use 

3. 
Audio Presentation Mixer with DSP 
Biamp Nexia PM 

□ □ 
 

4. 
Audiorecorder with SD and network 
Denon DN700R 

□ □ 
 

5. 
Apple TV 
Apple TV (4. Generation) 64 GB 

□ □ 
 

 

 

Signature of Bidder: _____________________ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


